
• Praise for The Wizard’s Tale • “I’m an evil wizard.   
I do rotten things to innocent 
people. Like my father before 

me and his before him. And 
so on and so forth, down 
through the years. That’s 

what I do. That’s who I am.”

“But if you don’t like it…”
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kurt busiek 
is a New York Times 

bestselling writer of graphic 
novels, whose work has 

won over two dozen comics 
industry awards, including 
the prestigious Harvey and 

Eisner Awards for Best Writer, 
Best Series and more.  He 
has written a multitude of 

superheroes, from Superman 
and the Justice League to 

Iron Man, Wolverine and the 
Avengers, along with more 
personal work including the 

internationally-acclaimed 
Astro City, the fantasy 

series Arrowsmith and the 
science fiction adventure 

Shockrockets.

He and his family make their 
home somewhere in the vast 

Pacific Northwest.

david t. wenzel 
 is best known for illustrating 

the worldwide bestselling 
graphic novel adaptation of 
J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit. 

He has brought to life 
characters and subjects 

ranging from pirates, patriots 
and explorers to the fairy 

tales of the Brothers Grimm, 
and from Rudolf the Red-

Nosed Reindeer and Maurice 
Sendak’s Little Bear to Johnny 

Appleseed and Robert E. 
Howard’s Solomon Kane,  

as well as his own Kingdom  
of the Dwarves.

He lives in central 
Connecticut, with his  
wife, Janice, and a host  

of troublesome 
wrecklings.

“Charming, magical,  
 and great for all ages.”

School library Journal

“A light, warm, and unique tale about  
a kindly old man trying to live up  

to the evil expected of him. 

If you’re susceptible to 
heartwarming stories set  

in bright, fairytale worlds,  
this is for you.”

Scott navi, 
new wave comic reviewS

“David Wenzel’s art is  
so perfectly matched to  

the story and its subjects, 
that it helps take an 

excellent story about  
three levels higher.”

aaron thorne,  
midweStern wanderer

“A sweet tale, 
beautifully 
illustrated, 

and definitely 
worth 
checking 

out.”
locuS 

magazine

Welcome to the  
Land of Ever-Night.

bAFFLEROG 
RUMPLEWHISKER is 
an evil wizard, from 
a long line of evil 

wizards.  It’s his job 
to maintain the darkness 

spells that keep his corner 
of Ever-Night as dark and 
gloomy as the rest of it, 
and to find the long-lost 
BOOK OF WORSE, which 
holds magical spells that 
can crush the forces of 

goodness and light forever.

There’s only one problem.  
His heart’s just not in it.

so what’s a kindhearted 
evil wizard to do, when 
he has to go on a quest 

to end all hope and light and 
freedom, for everyone in 

the world?

Master storytellers Kurt 
Busiek and David T. Wenzel 
invite you to join Bafflerog 

and his companions — 
GUMPWORT, an enchanted 

toad who was once a wizard 
himself, and MUDDLE, the 

third son of a woodcutter 
who’s convinced he’ll one 

day be king — as they make a 
journey that may mean the 

end of everything.

Or maybe, just maybe…it 
could mean something else.
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written by 

Kurt Busiek
•

i llustrated by

David t. Wenzel
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T
o James Thurber, 

Edward Eager, 

Jane Langton, 

Lloyd Alexander, 

Joan Aiken and all the 

others who made my 

childhood full  

of magic.

— K.D.B.

T
o the child in all 

of us — especially 

Brendan and 

Christopher, my buds.

— D.T.W.
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